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Telephone Enquiries to:- All correspondence/enquiries should

be addressed to the Hon Secretary at:-
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John Clarke M1EJG StARS
[01562] 700513 c/o The Mill House

21 Mill Lane
Or by Email to:- Blakedown
honsec@g6oi.org.uk Kidderminster
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StARS Website URLs:-
www.g6oi.org.uk
http://g6oi.ross-lewis.co.uk/index.html

StARS Facebook Page:-
https://www.facebook.com/groups/stourbridge.ars/

Forthcoming Meetings

September 1st/2nd RSGB/IARU Region 1 SSB Field Day

September 3rd On Air. Informal. Digi Modes Group.

September 10th On Air. Informal. Digi Modes Group.

September 17th Main Meeting – Subject tba.

September 24th On Air. Informal. Digi Modes Group.

October 1st On Air. Informal. Digi Modes Group. 

October 8th On Air. Informal. Digi Modes Group.

October 15th Main Meeting – Subject tba.

October 20th - 21st Jamboree On The Air @ Norton Scouts

October 22nd On Air. Informal. Digi Modes Group.

November 5th On Air. Informal. Digi Modes Group.

November 12th On Air. Informal. Digi Modes Group.

November 19th Main Meeting – Annual Surplus Sale

November 26th On Air. Informal. Digi Modes Group.
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Editor's Comment

I am hoping to get this issue out before the beginning of the month. The reason is to give a
timely reminder that SSB Field Day is on the 1st/2nd of September. Also to request that if
you've signed up to be on-site to help with setting up/breaking down camp, operate or log,
that you honour your commitment. Last year, apparently, saw some not arriving for their
agreed sessions. We would like to improve on last year's score, so it's up to us all to help
make this happen. 

This month, we have a guest contribution for the Round Robin Profile series from Gordon
Bryant GØTZV, who is an ex-member, but still a valued friend of the Society. I wonder
who will be the next member to submit a profile?

Gordon asks: “Remember that guy who came up to ask what we were doing up at the
Sheepwalks. and we thought he was an inspector checking if we were "legit"?” Anyone
else  remember  that  incident  or,  indeed,  any  others?  If  so,  please  let  me  know  at
g4xom@g6oi.org.uk

You may have already seen this, but the  new Amateur Radio Examination Syllabus has
been notified, so that you can prepare for its adoption in August 2019. For details follow
the link here: https://rsgb.org/main/clubs-training/tutor-resources-2/syllabus/syllabus-2019/

There  appears  to  be  a  misconception  by  some  members  that  the  Society  does  not
possess an aerial for use in 144MHz portable events. To set the record straight, I donated
a 4-element Quad expressly for this purpose and it is in the Quartermaster's storeroom.
So, when an outdoor event is arranged we are fully prepared for 2m /P operations.

That's all I have this month, so it's over to you.
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Round Robin Profile Questions from Gordon GØTZV

1. When and how did you first gain an interest in Amateur Radio?

In  the   early  eighties,  I  overheard  a  fellow  colleague
speaking to his wife on what I thoght was a CB radio. He
said that one had to pass an exam to get a lience  to use
it.  It was, of  course, on "Amateur Radio".

I had done  some radio theory at night-school and during
my National Service in 1948, but never really latched on to
it and  didn't think I knew enough to pass any exam. So
just forgot all about it for 10 years.

In the 1990s I bought a short wave radio to use on our
holidays  abroad.   It  had  normal  AM,  FM,  etc.  and SW,
where I could hear “Morse Code", which I  had learned  in
the Air Training Corps at the age of 15  in 1942 and passed a test at 5wpm! So my interest in
amateur radio was resurrected .   

2. What  was taking your course and exam like?

Along with several other lads (Thats a laff - I was 65!), I took an RAE course at the MIdland
ARS ,run  by John Badger  and  bought a book on "HOW TO PASS THE RAE". Took the exam
at a school  somewhere on the other side of Birmingham. I was the last to finish, as I iwent
over ny answers twice. It was a multiple choice answer test, which made it  easy really 'cos I
managed to get a credit!

In the meantime, I decided to mug-up  on the Morse Code that I  had not used  since 1942.
This I did using a Commodore 64 and an old TV, both had been put out for the Bin Man, and
got an audio tape with  a Morse training programme on it from somewhere in Kidderminster.

I took the Morse test at the same place as Adrian GØNLA and it was a little daunting, but I
thought that it had been made much easier when it was decided to use the standard QSO
format. I doubt if I would have passed if it had been plain language.  A good quality hand key
was provided for the candidates to use for the sending part of the test.

3. What has been your most interesting work job?

Only had one job - Left school  1943 joined the Post-office Telephones,  Birningjam - Had 2
years initial training -  covering  4  different types of jobs- in my case - automatic telephone
exchange maintenance - Customer Mtce  Exchange construcion  - and installation of telphone
equipment at customers' premises. Spent 13 years on so called "Special Fault  Investigation" -
mainly following up on repeat faults and helping out on some jobs - even got to do a bit of
detective work to catch a couple of guys making nuisance calls to the Operator  and a private
company. 

Also had to deal with irate customers who were writing to either the Telephone Manager or
their MP to complain about poor service, mainly on outgoing calls failing. I would then visit
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them and make 200 calls from their phone to special test numbers at the various  areas they
were having problems with and usually got about 4 percent failures.  These I would have
traced with the help of  the local  exchange - but rarely got a satisfactory result.  The main
causes were either light or bad contacts  anywhere in the switching sequence to the called
number.

All those problems occurred on the now extnict STROWGER system, which has now been
superceded by System X and so on, fully electronic Exchanges

I finally gave up this SFI job  in1969  - got fed-up making excuses for the poor service and got
a transfer to Exchange Mtce  at Halesowen and Blackheath until I took early retirement in
1984. Customers in those days were referred  to as "Subscribers".

4. Most memorable radio contact?

My Very  First  CW QSO  - 14th. December 1993. at 13.00, I was calling CQ on 14.028Mhz at
about 10 watts and  got an immediate response from IK3HHY (Italy), Claudio Padova, who
was  using a Kenwood TS940.  I gave him a 579  and got a 589 back. I usually used to send
579 reports as it has a nice rhythmn - Hi Hi. I was using an  ex-WD key, but he obviously
copied me OK  'cos the QSO lasted 30 minutes

I had to ask Frank GØRXO to set up my HF rig - that was one thing not included in any
course, and I  hadn't a clue. Many thanks Frank if you ever get a chance  to read  this.

One evening in February '94,  I had a call from Bob G4EEM (later refferred to as "dubblyem") -
QTH Quarry Bank and he suggested that I  join him and Ernie G3XWI QTH Leeds on their
regular weekly "skeds", which they had every Tuesday and Friday commencing at 8pm and
lasting at  least  2 hours.  They used to "crack on" at  around 27wpm, using "paddles"  and
"keyers", but slowed down a bit for me. They could set the keyers to any speed of course.
Eventually they persuaded me to get a paddle and Bob G4EEM sent off to IDIOM PRESS  in
the US for a "chip"  amd he designed and built  two  "Cmos super  keyers"  from  scratch. He
mounted them in Maplin boxes - a real professional job.

It took me a month or so to get used to it before I had the courage to go on air and then  I
soon got up to speed to 20wpm. I used get QSD (bad sending) from  a couple of StARS lads,
but found it harder to send at a slower speed, making more mistakes. I remember another guy
who had a similar problem. His prefix was MØxxx, so at that he was a relative newcomer and
was going around 35wpm. He was trying to converse with  a couple of G3s, but they kept
asking him to QRS - slow down. He tried to do this, but the characters were still  at 35, and he
couldn't get the spacing right. I thought that he must be using  a keyboard  or sone other
gadget, so I set up a standard message  on my keyer and waited for them to finish. I then sent
the call at 35wpm to see if he could copy at that speed. Sure enough he came back  and had
a good ol' "ragchew".. S'pose he had something to read the CW as well.

Yes, there was a sort of hierarchy in a way. I seem to remember  "Dr. Bob" G4VPE once trying
CW using a keyboard and saying  that nobody wanted to know when they realised  he   was
using a keyboard. Never bothered me as long I could copy  them.
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Bob  G4XOM  -  the  Editor  of  this  publication  no  less,  cajoled  me  to  take  part  in  a  CW
contest/portable.  Bob, the late Bill Webb and myself trundled up to The Sheepwalks and set
up with Bob's HF rig and had a pleasant day. I did the CW bit, Bob the logging and Bill  sort of
supervised, after all he had done 25 years monitoring foreign CW traffic at GCHQ!!  When the
results arrived Bob said that, at least, we hadn't come last - Hi Hi. I was never any good with
SSB, as I always get tongue-tied trying to use phonetic alphabet. Had to work QRP, as all the
lights in the hose started flickering if I turned the wick up!

5. Most frustrating electronic piece of equipment that you have ever owned or had to
operate?

EASY - Laptop with windows 10 - Hi. - ask James G7HEZ.

6. What other hobbies are you/have you been involved with?

Motorcycle Trials - Moto-cross -  Advanced roadcraft  road training.

Dinghy sailing, but mever really got the hang of Gibing Hi.

Aeromodelling -  Control Line aerobatics.

8.  What  event  /  activity  /  talk  /  visit  from  your  membership  of  StARS  is  most
memorable?

Air ambulance talk and fund raising week-end at Robin Woods school. All talks by members
on their  pet subjects. Move to Old Swinford Hospital, orchestrated by James G7HEZ and Eric
Hickman G7JWJ, following a suggestion by Clive G4IEB that the foundation course could be
held  there.  Visit  to  Bletchley Park.  Entertaining (JOTA) at  the Alderman Tye  Scouts.  Eric
G7JWJ borrowed a tower for the antenna and I was trying to get the kids to send their names
in CW. A little girl showed promise, using the "paddle". Evidently she played the violin, so had
a good sense of touch and timing In fact, I really enjoyed all the activities that I took part in
whilst I was able to get to under my own steam. I declined offers to  cart me about as I never
like to impose on other folk.  

9. Which member of StARS (past or present) has been most influential in your amateur
radio life?

Not a fair question  - Help and advice was always at hand, thers are/were  members  with
special knowlege on many aspects of the hobby  always willing to sort things out.

10. If you won £2000 on the lottery what would you purchase technology-wise with it?

Buy a new PC for James G7HEZ to replace that steam powered AMSTRAD antique that he
uses and the rest to the Air Ambulance Service!
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This was sent to me by Martin G4VZO. 

Important changes to the Salop UHF DMR repeater network as of 25th July 2018

The central  Brandmeister  team in Germany have decided that  they no longer support
cluster configurations on talkgroups above 90 ... which means that our long-standing TG
950 no longer works.

We have decided to use this as an opportunity to reconfigure the network and move the
Salop Cluster to SLOT 1 / TG 75 which is in turn linked to 23575.

The convention used across all repeaters in the Cluster is now:

 Slot 1 / Talkgroup 9 for local contacts on the same repeater

 Slot 1 / Talkgroup 75 linked between all repeaters in the cluster

 Slot 2 / Talkgroup 9 for reflector access to the wider Brandmeister network

Repeater timeout is still set to 180 seconds.

THIS CONFIGURATION IS NOW LIVE

We found that Slot 1 was very under used, so moving the Cluster to Slot 1 will help share
the load between people wanting local / mobile access and those wanting to work further
afield and digital DX(!).

Bury Radio Society - GBØFS

On Saturday 15 September 2018, two of our members will be operating ‘Railway Mobile’
from onboard the Flying Scotsman as she travels from Bury to Holyhead and back.

Dave M0LMN and Mo M0TXK will be using special event callsign GBØFS, as the iconic
steam locomotive makes a round trip through north west England to the island of Anglesey
in North Wales.

Dave  and  Mo  have  obtained  approval  from  Ofcom  for  the  operation,  who  had  not
previously authorised this type of activity under current licensing arrangements. Although
others have operated from trains on previous occasions, using their own callsigns, we
believe that a railway mobile Special Event Station aboard the Flying Scotsman on the
main railway network is an amateur radio first!

Dave and Mo will be operating DMR and Fusion via repeaters, as well as simplex on 2m
and 70cm.

If you would like to be part of this unique amateur radio experience, listen out for Dave and
Mo calling as GBØFS on Saturday 15 September 2018.
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This came from Jim G4WAO and thought it may be of interest.

Ku-ring-gai Historical Society & Hornsby and Districts Amateur Radio Club

CENTENARY CELEBRATION: 1918 - 2018
of the first direct wireless message from

United Kingdom to Australia  -   Wales to Wahroonga
in Cleveland and Stuart Streets, Wahroonga 

Saturday 22 September 11am – 4pm

Ernest  Fisk  received  the  first
direct  message  at  the
experimental  wireless station in
his  home  Lucania  in
Wahroonga.  Prime  Minister
‘Billy’    Hughes  sent  the
message  from  the  Marconi
installation in Wales towards the
conclusion of World War I.

Attendees at  the Monument on
this  day    will  include  Fisk
descendants,   Politicians,  local
Councillors,  residents,  the  Ku-
ring-gai  Male  Choir,  wireless
enthusiasts and historians.

Paul Fletcher, MP for Bradfield,
will be the MC at the Monument
where  the  Morse  message  will
be heard. Later, at  the nearby
St  Andrew’s  Church Hall,  there
will  be  an  active  radio  station
(using a special call sign for the
day)   wireless equipment, local
history material, commemorative stamps and even bygone wireless memorabilia.

Radio 2HHH FM will broadcast.
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Saw this on a Facebook page and may be of interest to you.
Ofcom release UK ham radio callsign figures.

In response to a Freedom of Information Request, the communications regulator, Ofcom,
has released totals for Live Amateur Radio Callsigns by Prefix.

Daryl Spence MØTTY had asked Ofcom "could you please give me the current numbers
of licensed Amateur Radio operators for each callsign type please."

Ofcom's response was that on July 5, 2018, the UK had a total of 87,983 live amateur
radio callsigns. They provided the following prefix breakdown:

Call Sign Count of Live Prefix Call Signs
2_Ø 8612
2_1 1596
GØ 8615
G1 4910
G2 164
G3 4631
G4 9157
G5 58
G6 4901
G7 5829
G8 4837
MØ 8363
M1 2275
M3 9961
M5 297
M6 13777
Grand Total 87983

Unlike other countries, such as USA, in the UK you can tell the Class of licence from the 
callsign prefix:
• Foundation are M3 and M6
• Intermediate are 2_Ø and 2_1 (in use a Regional Secondary Locator is inserted after the 
2)
• Full are all the other prefixes

This space could be for your contribution.
Editor g4xom@g6oi.org.uk
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This came from Jim G4WAO and his usual source VK2MB

Soldering night for Balgowlah Scouts.

This  was  part  of  the  JOTA experience and made a
great night for the Balgowlah Scouts.

The kit was much easier than last time but still had a
couple to take away to fix. 

There were 13 Scouts which was very manageable.

Here are some pictures of the evening.

Could  this  be  an  idea  for  JOTA  at  Norton
Scouts? I guess it would be too short notice to
arrange something, though.

This space could, also, be for your contribution.
Editor g4xom@g6oi.org.uk
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QRP Corner   [n occasional feature]

The 'OXO' All Band Transmitter

The OXO transmitter was originally described by George Burt GM3OXX way back in 1979
and has proved to be a very popular little transmitter on it's own and as a basis for other
rigs. It can be built cheaply for any HF band where a small CW rig is required.

Layout is not critical, but a simple PCB can be easily made, using in-line layout, keeping
input and output separate.

Components should be readily available: TRI BC107, TR2 2N3866, BFY51, 2N3053 etc.,
TR3 BCY39. RFC 10 turns through a small ferrite bead.

George, GM3OXX knocked up the prototype up in 20 minutes, hooked it up to his G5RV,
through a Z-Match and with 1 watt on 7030 MHz worked ten stations, then a couple of UAs
on 21!

Note: An output Pi filter is required and is not shown in the circuit diagram.

The photographs show my humble effort at making this transmitter for 14MHz. G4XOM.

This space is available for contributions.
Editor g4xom@g6oi.org.uk
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VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio) 

For a radio (transmitter or receiver) to deliver power to an antenna, the impedance of the radio and
transmission line  must be well  matched to  thenantenna's  impedance.  The parameter  VSWR  is  a
measure that numerically describes how well the antenna is impedance matched to the radio or
transmission line it is connected to.

VSWR stands for  Voltage Standing Wave Ratio, and is also referred to as Standing Wave Ratio
(SWR). VSWR is a function of the reflection coefficient, which describes the power reflected from
the antenna. If the reflection coefficient is given by , then the VSWR is defined by the following
formula:

 

The reflection coefficient is also known as s11 or return loss. See the  vswr table  below to see a
numerical  mapping between reflected power,  s11 and VSWR. If  you don't  want  to  go through
complicated equations to understand the relationship between VSWR, mismatch loss, s11/gamma
and would like a calculator to do it for you, check out our VSWR calculator page and we'll do the
VSWR conversion for you.

The VSWR is always a real and positive number for antennas. The smaller the VSWR is, the better
the antenna is matched to the transmission line and the more power is delivered to the antenna. The
minimum VSWR is 1.0. In this case, no power is reflected from the antenna, which is ideal.

Often antennas must satisfy a bandwidth requirement that is given in terms of VSWR. For instance,
an antenna might claim to operate from 100-200 MHz with VSWR<3. This implies that the VSWR
is less than 3.0 over the specified frequency range. This VSWR specifications also imples that the
reflection coefficient is less than 0.5 (i.e., <0.5) over the quoted frequency range.

Physical Meaning of VSWR

VSWR is determined from the voltage measured along a transmission line leading to an antenna.
VSWR is  the  ratio  of  the  peak amplitude of  a standing wave to  the minimum amplitude of  a
standing wave, as seen in the following Figure: 

 Figure 1. Voltage Measured Along a Transmission Line. 

In industry, VSWR is sometimes pronounced "viz-wer".

When  an  antenna  is  not  matched  to  the  receiver,  power  is  reflected  (so  that  the  reflection
coefficient, , is not zero). This causes a "reflected voltage wave", which creates standing waves
along the transmission line. The result are the peaks and valleys as seen in Figure 1. 
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If the VSWR = 1.0, there would be no reflected power and the voltage would have a constant
magnitude along the transmission line.

VSWR, Reflected Power, and s11

Is a VSWR of 3 bad? How bad is a VSWR of 12? Well, there are no hard rules. In this section, we'll
try to put the VSWR number in context. Below is a table showing the relationship between VSWR,
total reflected power, and  (also known as s11), and total reflected power. Note that the reflected
power is simply the reflection coefficient ( ) squared. 

Table I. VSWR, Reflected Power, and  (s11) 

VSWR  (s11) Reflected Power (%) Reflected Power (dB)

1.0 0.000 0.00 -Infinity

1.5 0.200 4.0 -14.0

2.0 0.333 11.1 -9.55

2.5 0.429 18.4 -7.36

3.0 0.500 25.0 -6.00

3.5 0.556 30.9 -5.10

4.0 0.600 36.0 -4.44

5.0 0.667 44.0 -3.52

6.0 0.714 51.0 -2.92

7.0 0.750 56.3 -2.50

8.0 0.778 60.5 -2.18

9.0 0.800 64.0 -1.94

10.0 0.818 66.9 -1.74

15.0 0.875 76.6 -1.16

20.0 0.905 81.9 -0.87

50.0 0.961 92.3 -0.35

In the above table, a VSWR of 4 has 36% of power delivered by the receiver reflected from the
antenna  (64% of  the  power  is  delivered to  the  antenna).  Note  that  a  reflected power of  0  dB
indicates  all  of  the  power is  reflected (100%),  whereas  -10 dB indicates  10% of  the  power is
reflected. If all the power is reflected, the VSWR would be infinite.

Note that VSWR is a highly non-linear function of the reflection coefficient  . That is, there is
very little difference in reflected power when the VSWR increases from 9 to 10; however there is
an 11% change in reflected power when the VSWR changes from 1 to 2.

In general, if the VSWR is under 2 the antenna match is considered very good and little would be
gained by impedance matching. As the VSWR increases, there are 2 main negatives. The first is
obvious: more power is reflected from the antenna and therefore not transmitted. However, another
problem arises. As VSWR increases, more power is reflected to the radio, which is transmitting.
Large  amounts  of  reflected  power  can  damage  the  radio.  In  addition,  radios  have  trouble
transmitting the correct information bits when the antenna is poorly matched (this is numerically
defined in terms of another metric, EVM - Error Vector Magnitude).
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VSWR Specs for Antennas

Often in industry, antennas are screened (pass/fail criteria) based on VSWR specifications (VSWR
specs). This is a method of measuring the antennas passively to determine if they are properly tuned
in a quick manner. The antenna is measured with a network analyzer, and the VSWR as a function
of frequency is recorded. As an example, consider this situation where the VSWR of 5 antennas are
measured and plotted, along with 4 lines that represent the VSWR specs for this antenna (in blue): 

Figure 2. Plot of 5 antennas VSWR versus Frequency. 

The VSWR specs in Figure 2 are defined by:

(1) VSWR < 3.8 for 825MHz < f < 910 MHz

(2) VSWR > 4.0 for 1200MHz < f < 1400 MHz

(3) VSWR > 3.0 at f = 1.7 GHz, linearly reduced to VSWR > 2.0 at f = 1.8 GHz

(4) VSWR < 3.0 for 1860MHz < f < 2000 MHz

In Figure 2, the  red VSWR curve antenna would fail the second spec, and the  light blue VSWR
curve antenna would (marginally) fail the fourth specification. This is illustrated in Figure 3:

 

Figure 3. VSWR specs and the VSWR Curves. 
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Setting VSWR specs is a somewhat tricky job for antenna engineers. The idea is to fail the outliers
(detuned antennas or antennas with broken connectors, etc). However, it is difficult in practice to
determine what the acceptable variance is, particularly in high-volume industries where a tight spec
could fail thousands of good antennas.

Note that VSWR is a measure of how much power is delivered to an antenna. This does not mean
that the antenna radiates all the power it receives. Hence, VSWR measures the potential to radiate. A
low VSWR means the antenna is well-matched, but does not necessarily mean the power delivered
is also radiated. An anechoic chamber or other radiated antenna test is required to determine the
radiated power. VSWR alone is not sufficient to determine an antenna is functioning properly.

VSWR can also be measured on the Smith Chart. VSWR is only a scalar measurement, whereas the
Smith Chart shows both magnitude and phase. (An introduction will be in the November issue. Ed)

This  space  left  intentionally  blank  for
your contribution.

The Editor is working furiously to get
the  October  issue  ready  for
distribution.

Memories,  photos,  projects,  general
chit-chat, etc., would all be very welcome.

Send input to:  g4xom@g6oi.org.uk
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Double 5/8 Flower Pot Antenna

The Double 5/8 is a natural extension of the Single 5/8 and uses a 5/8λ element for both
the top and bottom radiators.

The double 5/8 is a co-axially fed variation of the 1¼
wave  (vertical)  dipole  shown  in  the  adjacent
diagram.

This  antenna  should  not  be  confused  with  an  in-
phase 5/8λ over 5/8λ collinear. If it was horizontal,
made of wire and cut for HF, an old-timer might call it
an extended double Zepp. However,  in addition to
having  gain  over  a  half  wave  dipole,  it  has  a
predictable 100 Ohm feed-point impedance which is transformed close to 52 Ohms by a
75 Ohm quarter wave line transformer. About half of the line transformer is formed into a
choke to act as a current BALUN to allow co-axial cable feed.

2m Double 5/8
We fashion this antenna into the Flower Pot co-axial design by constructing the antenna
using RG59 75 OHM (solid dielectric) cable and bringing the feed co-axially down through
the bottom element as shown in the diagram below.

2m Double 5/8

The  choke  performs  the  dual  role  of  providing
isolation of the high impedance at the end of the
bottom element  and acting as a BALUN. Seven
quarter waves of 75 Ohm cable are required for
the  bottom  5/8λ  element  and  the  coil  winding.
Seven 1/4 wavelengths of solid dielectric cable at
2m  is  2.36m,  to  this  add  the  1.225m  length
needed for the top element to give a total length of
3.585m  of  75  Ohm  cable  to  construct  a  2m
antenna.

There are two ‘fiddly’ parts in making this antenna.

The first  is  forming the 0.2λ section at  the feed
point of the bottom element. I ran a piece of braid
on the outside of the cable sheath, carefully soldering this to the coax braid at the 0.2λ
point and used heat-shrink to hold it tight against the sheath. I assumed a velocity factor of
0.66 for this section. Care is needed when soldering to the coax braid (and this dictates
the use of solid dielectric cable as foam or aircell dielectric will collapse away with the heat
of soldering).

The second is ensuring that the braids don’t short at the feed point and I found a piece of
heat-shrink solved this. The sketch opposite also shows the detail  at the radiator feed-
point and the piece of heat-shrink acting as a separator.
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Piece of heat-shrink acting as a separator at the radiator feed-
point

Otherwise, building the antenna uses the same techniques as
used in the basic half wave and single 5/8 versions.

Bandwidth
The antenna provides a low VSWR (less than 1.2:1) across the
2m  band.  But,  if  you  like  operating  close  to  1:1,  a  small
variation in the bottom radiator length gives favour to either the
high or low end of the band.

The VSWR plots are shown below.

VSWR plot for the Double 5/8

Other frequencies
The  Double  5/8  will  scale  to  other  frequencies,  however  the  physical  size  and  the
mechanical properties of the conduit suggest that the design is more suited to the high
VHF band.

Relative gain measurements between the designs
I do not have a means of accurately measuring antenna gain but set up each antenna with
a switched attenuator in the feedline to a receiver. The attenuator was not ideal for this
purpose, it  had only 3,6 10 and 20 dB steps. However, using a local 2m beacon as a
signal source and the basic l/2 Flower Pot as a reference and, within the limits of available
accuracy and resolution of the steps of an S meter, I determined that the Single 5/8 had
about 2dB gain over the l/2 antenna and the Double 5/8 was discernibly in excess of 3dBd
gain (but, of course, much less than 6dBd).

Coming next month: First National Ham Radio Clubs & Societies
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